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Reading Placement Test 

The Reading Placement Test has about 20 questions. 

There are four broad categories: 

 Information and Ideas 

 Rhetoric 

 Synthesis 

 Vocabulary 

So, let’s talk about Information and Ideas first. 

Information and Ideas 

 
This category tests your ability to understand what a text states explicitly, as well as 

what it implies. You will need to be able to identify the overall message, or theme, of a 

text, as well as draw conclusions. 

Let’s look at a concept that will more than likely appear on the test. 

Identifying the Theme of a Text 

Finding a central idea or theme of a text is all about getting to the point. As you read, 

think about the “big picture” created by the details in the text in order to determine the 

author’s overall message. Is the author trying to make a general statement about life, or 

is he/she helping you understand a major concept? 

You should be able to determine central ideas and themes, as well as analyze how 

details in the text support these themes. Remember that a theme is rarely stated 

outright.  

Let’s take a moment to think about Aesop’s fable, The Crow and the Pitcher:  

“A thirsty crow found a pitcher with a little water at the bottom. Unfortunately, the pitcher 

had a narrow neck and the crow couldn’t reach the water.  



However, the crow had an idea. He began dropping pebbles into the pitcher. With each 

pebble, the water rose higher.  

Eventually, the water rose high enough that the crow was able to drink.” 

So, what’s the theme of this fable? Well, Aesop wants us to understand a central 

message about life. Aesop uses the details in the fable to tell us that it is better to be 

determined and resourceful than to accept defeat. This overall message is the theme of 

The Crow and the Pitcher.  

When determining the theme, think beyond the details and what is explicitly stated. How 

do the details come together to create a larger meaning? 

Rhetoric 

 
This category tests your ability to analyze both figurative and literal words and phrases 

and determine how they contribute to the overall mood, tone, and meaning of a text. 

You’ll also identify and analyze structural formats. On this section, you will need to 

determine an author’s point of view, purpose, and reasoning. 

Here are some concepts you should know. 

Text Structure 

Text structure refers to the way in which the information in a text is organized. Knowing 

the different types of text structures can help you understand the author’s purpose, the 

main idea, and the relationship between ideas in a text.  

Let’s take a look at some common text structures: 

 Description: In this type of text, the author describes a topic in detail. One 

example of a descriptive text is an encyclopedia article, regardless of the topic. 

 Sequence of Events: The author uses a chronological order to show the 

sequence in which events happen. An example of this type of text is a passage 

describing the steps to build a garden fence. Most novels and short stories tend 

to have a sequence of events structure, as well. 



 List: The author uses numerical or chronological order to list items or ideas. For 

example, most recipes begin with a list of ingredients. 

 Compare and Contrast: The author compares and/or contrasts two or more 

events, objects, or ideas. A comparison shows how two ideas are alike. When an 

author contrasts ideas, he/she is showing you how the ideas are different. A 

passage showing the similarities and differences between evergreen and 

deciduous trees is an example of a text with this structure. 

 Cause and Effect: The author introduces one or more causes and then 

describes the effects of the cause(s). A passage about how reading improves 

literacy is an example of this text structure. 

 Problem and Solution: The author describes a problem or asks a question and 

then gives possible answers or solutions. An example of this type of writing is a 

chapter in an article which explains how to treat mosquito bites. 

Point of View 

Point of view refers to the perspective from which a text is narrated. Together, we’ll look 

at the different types of perspectives a text may be written from, as well as some 

examples of each type: 

 
 

 

 



Synthesis 

 
Synthesis questions will test your ability to understand and describe how similar ideas 

are expressed by more than one text.  

Here are a few examples of tasks you may be asked to perform when answering 

synthesis questions: 

 Compare and contrast the opinions of two authors 

 Explain how two passages are related 

 Choose a statement that two different authors would be likely to agree/disagree 

on 

 Determine what information is included in one passage, but not in another 

passage 

 Find the main idea of two passages 

Vocabulary 
This category tests your ability to determine the literal and figurative meanings of words 

and phrases in a text. While you complete vocabulary questions, you will need to use 

your prior knowledge of terms. You’ll also look at word parts and the context in which 

terms are used in order to determine their meanings. 

The main concept you need to know is how to use context clues. 

Using Context Clues 

Context clues are hints embedded in a text that help readers determine the meaning of 

a word or phrase. Remember to use context clues when you encounter an unknown 

word. 

 

Here are a few examples of how to use context clues to find the meaning of unknown 

words: 

 Definition clues: The author gives the meaning of a term outright. Consider the 

term “eastern white pine” in the example below. 

“The eastern white pine, a type of tree with long white needles, remains green even in 

winter.” 

Notice that you need no knowledge of eastern white pines to determine that they are a 

type of tree. 



 Synonym clues: The author includes a synonym to help the reader understand 

the meaning of a word. 

“That hotel was luxurious! We were so impressed with how grand and upscale the 

rooms were.” 

In this example, “upscale” and “grand” can help a reader determine the meaning of 

“luxurious.” 

 Antonym clues: The author includes an antonym to help the reader understand 

the meaning of a word. 

“The top of the table was illuminated, but the rest of the room was dark.” 

In this example, “dark” helps the reader determine the meaning of “illuminated.” 

And that’s some basic info about the Reading Placement Test. 

 

  



PRACTICE 

Now, let’s look at a few practice questions to see how these concepts might actually 

appear on the real test. 

Directions for questions 1-4 

Read the passage(s) below and answer the questions based on what is stated or 

implied in the passage(s) and in any introductory material that may be provided. 

Passage 1 is by Dorothy Sayers; Passage 2 is adapted from a work by Raymond 

Chandler. 

Passage 1 

The detective story does not and cannot attain the loftiest level of literary achievement. 

Though it deals with the most desperate effects of rage, jealousy, and revenge, it rarely 

touches the heights and depths of human passion. It presents us with an accomplished 

fact and looks upon death with a dispassionate eye. It does not show us the inner 

workings of the murderer’s mind—it must not, for the identity of the criminal is hidden 

until the end of the book. The most successful writers are those who contrive to keep 

the story running from beginning to end at the same emotional level, and it is better to 

err in the direction of too little feeling than too much. 

Passage 2 

I think what was really gnawing at Dorothy Sayers in her critique of the detective story 

was the realization that her kind of detective story was an arid formula unable to satisfy 

its own implications. If the story started to be about real people, they soon had to do 

unreal things to conform to the artificial pattern required by the plot. When they did 

unreal things, they ceased to be real themselves. Sayers’ own stories show that she 

was annoyed by this triteness. Yet she would not give her characters their heads and let 

them make their own mystery. 

  



Reading Practice Questions 

Question 1 
Which of the following best paraphrases the main idea in Passage 1? 

A. Detective stories have plots without direction. 

B. Detective stories may someday be improved upon. 

C. Detective stories don’t have relatable characters. 

D. Detective stories are not great literature. 

Question 2 
Which of the following statements would the author of Passage 2 most likely agree 

with? 

A. Detective writers should hold on tightly to their plots and characters’ actions. 

B. Dorothy Sayers writes formulaic and predictable detective stories. 

C. Detective story writers should ensure that the characters are not too deeply 

developed. 

D. Dorothy Sayers’ writings have inspired a new type of detective story. 

Question 3 
Which of the following best describes the relationship between the two passages? 

A. Passage 1 focuses on the uniqueness of the genre; Passage 2 focuses on its 

weaknesses 

B. Passage 1 discusses the limitations of the genre; Passage 2 discusses the 

uniqueness of the genre 

C. Passage 1 highlights the merits of the genre; Passage 2 downplays its faults 

D. Passage 1 relates the details the particulars of the genre; Passage 2 generalizes 

the limitations 

Question 4 
Which of the following would the author of Passage 1 most likely agree with?  

A. The characters in detective stories are well-developed and have deep inner 

worlds 

B. The detective genre involves a creative and unpredictable writing style 

C. The plot of a detective story is formulated 

D. Detective story writers will soon be known as world-class writers 

  



Directions for questions 5-6 

Read the passage(s) below and answer the questions based on what is stated or 

implied in the passage(s) and in any introductory material that may be provided. 

While most people can name plenty of their favorite artists, ask someone what makes 

an artist great, and you’ll likely get a different answer from each person you ask. Try to 

compare the greatness of different artists and you might start an argument. That’s 

because feeling connected to a work of art is an incredibly personal experience. The 

same piece of work may affect two people in very different ways, ranging from delight to 

indifference to disgust. Some works of art end up in the trash, some incite riots, and 

some are put on the cover of magazines. Still, the art that ends up in the trash could be 

discovered and treasured years later, while the art on the magazine cover can end up 

forgotten. No matter what happens to the art, as long as it exists, it always has the 

potential to inspire others. 

Question 5 
The author’s main purpose in this selection is: 

A. to show that responses to art are subjective and personal. 

B. to show which qualities make art great. 

C. to show that people don’t care about art. 

D. to show that artistic standards don’t change. 

Question 6 
According to the information presented in the selection, people disagree on the 

greatness of art and artists because: 

A. art has the potential to inspire others. 

B. the standards of great art haven’t changed since the Renaissance. 

C. feeling connected to art is a personal experience. 

D. art is irrelevant in society today. 

  



Directions for questions 7-8 

Read the passage(s) below and answer the questions based on what is stated or 

implied in the passage(s) and in any introductory material that may be provided. 

1    President Kennedy was not the first to imagine sending a man to the moon. A little 

more than 100 years earlier, in 1865, science fiction writer Jules Verne also imagined 

space travel. He put his innovative thoughts in a book called From the Earth to the 

Moon. In it he described a lunar expedition that is so eerily close to the Apollo 11 

mission that a reader would think he was predicting the future. He called his spaceship 

with a crew of three the Columbiad. In his book the spacecraft launches from Florida, 

and the United States Navy recovers it from the Pacific Ocean. In 1969, Florida was the 

launch site of Apollo 11. The command module was named Columbia. When the 

spacecraft returned to Earth, it splashed down in the Pacific, where the Navy recovered 

it along with its three-astronaut crew. Verne accurately delineated the future when the 

technology of his own time made his predictions seem highly unlikely to occur. How 

could he have known that his far-fetched idea was not so far-fetched after all?  

2    Like Verne, other science fiction writers have accurately described inventions that 

are commonplace today. Many of H. G. Wells’s ideas, for example, have become a 

reality. Considered by many to be one of the best science fiction writers of all time, 

Wells wrote about lasers, wireless communication, automatic doors, and other gadgets 

that did not exist at the time of his writings. But today these gadgets are such an integral 

part of our society that we probably cannot imagine living without them. Wells also 

describes a journey to the moon on a spaceship made from anti gravity material. We 

can only speculate that these writers might have inspired those who later turned their 

fiction into reality.  

3    In 2012, a Mars rover, developed by the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), landed on the planet Mars. No one would have been more 

excited to hear the news than Ray Bradbury, one of America’s greatest science fiction 

writers. In 1950 he wrote about travel to Mars in his book The Martian Chronicles. The 

book describes an expedition that lands humans on Mars. The story then tells how the 

people inhabit the planet and bring their families to live there. Since NASA has 

successfully landed a rover on Mars, Bradbury’s fantasy may yet become reality. The 

Mars rover, appropriately called Curiosity, is gathering information that will help NASA 

plan a manned mission to Mars sometime in the 2030s. Will future families travel to 

Mars to live there, as Bradbury imagined? If so, the world as we know it today will 

certainly be different. 

  



Question 7 
What is one detail that illustrates how Jules Verne’s book connects with the real Apollo 

11 mission? 

A. When the spacecraft returned to earth, it landed in the Pacific Ocean 

B. President Kennedy was in charge of the space launch 

C. When they landed on Mars, it looked eerily similar to the way Verne had 

described it 

D. The mission’s name, Apollo 11, was taken from Verne’s book 

Question 8 
How is the information in this selection organized? 

A. Cause/Effect 

B. Problem/Solution 

C. Compare/Contrast 

D. Spatial 

  



Directions for questions 9-10 

The following sentences have a blank indicating that something has been left out. 

Beneath the sentence are four words or phrases. Choose the word or phrase that, when 

inserted in the sentence, best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.  

Question 9 
After hearing the testimony of more than ten women, the head detective decided to 

keep investigating in order to determine if anyone else, in addition to the main suspect, 

was ____________. 

A. irreproachable 

B. culpable 

C. incognizant 

D. uninformed 

Question 10 
The petulant worker, who was ____________ throwing tantrums and treating guests 

unfairly, demanded a tip for carrying the couple’s luggage. 

A. known for 

B. indebted to 

C. pleased with 

D. described as 

  



ANSWERS: 

Q1: Correct answer: D. Passage 1 makes the argument that detective stories “cannot 

attain the loftiest level of literary achievement.” In other words, detective stories “are not 

great literature.” So, this choice is correct. 

Q2: Correct answer: B. The author in Passage 2 makes it clear that the reason why 

Dorothy Sayers (author of Passage 1) finds fault with the detective genre is because 

she comes to it with the assumption that it is prescribed. Thus, this choice is correct. 

Q3: Correct answer: B. This is the best answer, because the first passage focuses on 

the limitations of writing in the detective genre, while Passage 2 focuses on how the 

detective genre is unique and has merit. 

Q4: Correct answer: C. This is the correct answer, because Dorothy Sayers, author of 

Passage 1, describes the predictable, strict, and formulaic writing style that 

characterizes the detective genre, in her opinion. 

Q5: Correct answer: A. “Responses to art are subjective…” is correct, because the 

author explicitly states that responses to art are personal. In addition, the author shows 

that art is subjective, or influenced by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions, by stating 

that “the same piece of work may affect two people in very different ways.” 

Q6: Correct answer: C. “Art is a personal experience” is correct, because the author 

explicitly states in the selection that “feeling connected to a work of art is an incredibly 

personal experience.” 

Q7: Correct answer: A. This question asks you to recall simple details, so the answer 

will be right in the passage. This is the only answer that correctly states what is implicitly 

written. 

Q8: Correct answer: C. The paragraph does not discuss how fiction writing necessarily 

caused these modern inventions to take place; it simply focuses on describing their 

similarities. Likewise, the passage doesn’t describe any effects of the writings on reality; 

it’s simply showing us how they’re oddly similar. Therefore, “Cause/Effect” is incorrect. 

Also, “Problem/Solution” is incorrect since there is no problem stated to be solved. 

“Spatial” is incorrect, because the passage does not focus on the geography or 

locations. These facts are mentioned, but they’re mentioned as part of the main idea 

that they’re the same as in the past writings that seem to predict their realities. 

Q9: Correct answer: B. Culpable, an adjective, is defined as criminal or guilty. This is 

the best answer choice. 

Q10: Correct answer: A. The phrase known for best completes the sentences. 
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